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Abstract
Terms of Service (ToS) are fundamental factors in the creation of physical as well as online legally relevant relationships.

They not only define mutual rights and obligations but also inform users about contract key issues that, in online settings,

span from liability limitations to data management and processing conditions. Despite their crucial role, however, ToS are

often neglected by users that frequently accept without even reading what they agree upon, representing a critical issue

when there exist potentially unfair clauses. To enhance users’ awareness and uphold legal safeguards, we first propose a

definition of ToS unfairness based on a novel unfairness measure computed counting the unfair clauses contained in a ToS,

and therefore, weighted according to their direct impact on the customers concrete interests. Secondly, we introduce a

novel machine learning-based approach to classify ToS clauses, represented by using sentence embedding, in different

categories classes and fairness levels. Results of a test involving well-known machine learning models show that Support

Vector Machine is able to classify clauses into categories with a F1-score of 86% outperforming state-of-the-art methods,

while Random Forest is able to classify clauses into fairness levels with a F1-score of 81%. With the final goal of making

terms of service more readable and understandable, we embedded this approach into ToSware, a prototype of a Google

Chrome extension. An evaluation study was performed to measure ToSware effectiveness, efficiency, and the overall users’

satisfaction when interacting with it.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, people use computers and mobile devices to do

almost everything: to gather and share information, connect

on social media, have fun, check online banking, browsing,

shopping, and so on. Every app or software installed or

website browsed has its own Terms of Service (ToS), i.e.,

legal agreements governing the relationship between pro-

viders and users, establishing mutual rights and obligations.

Such contracts bind users by the time they switch on the

phone or browse a website on the computer. Despite their

relevance, ToS are often neglected. A recent survey

exploring the behaviour shown by online users while

reading ToS reveals that consumers rarely read the con-

tracts they accept [41].

The problem is that, whatever their content is, ToS are

often too long and difficult to read [42]. It has been esti-

mated that reading such policies alone would carry costs in

time of over 200 hours/year per Internet user [33]. The

cognitive effort needed and the concrete inability of lay-

men, i.e., users lacking technical and legal skills, of eval-

uating the fairness level in ToS clauses result in both a

general sense of frustration for people and in making a

mockery of the ’’notice and choice’’ legal regime of online

ToS [44]. It is not new that some platforms make use in
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their ToS of unfair contractual clauses [36], i.e., ’’contrary

to the requirement of good faith’’, causing a ’’significant

imbalance in the parties rights and obligations arising

under the contract, to the detriment of the consumer’’1.

Very often, they disregard not only consumer protection

law but also what can be considered the EU’s ’’acquis’’,

i.e., the set of norms and principles emerging from the

body of regulations binding on all EU countries. Informed

consent, understood as ’’freely given, specific, informed

and unambiguous agreement expressed through clear

statements’’2 represents, in this regard, a guiding principle.

In this perspective, a relevant issue is that public agen-

cies in charge of control concretely lack the resources

needed to effectively fight against such unlawful practices.

Likewise, users, researchers, and regulators still lack usable

and scalable tools to cope with ToS hidden threats.

Therefore, a novel solution to increase users awareness

about some unfair behaviors and uphold legal safeguards

becomes needful [27].

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized

as follows.

• We propose a novel definition of ToS unfairness. In

support of such a definition, we also define a novel

unfairness measure, computed counting the unfair and

potentially unfair clauses contained in a ToS, weighted

via an ad hoc weighting function which assigns more

significance to the clauses that have a direct impact on

the customers concrete interests. The suitability of this

metric has also been empirical evaluated with domain

experts.

• We propose a novel machine learning-based approach

to classify clauses in ToS, represented by using

sentence embedding, into both categories and fairness

classes (a legally determined concept that is much more

complex but also growingly relevant in data mining

research [23]). Support Vector Machine (for clauses’

categories) and Random Forest (for clauses’ fairness

levels) resulted to be the most suitable methods for our

specific problem after a comparing phase with other

widely adopted classifiers [4, 43]. As a result, we

obtained a F1-score of 86% in classifying the clauses

into (a predefined set of) categories and up to 81% in

classifying them according their level of fairness, i.e.,

potentially unfair and fair clauses. We remark that this

represents an evaluation of the capabilities of widely

used machine learning techniques to be used for

classifying clauses in ToS. The nature of the problem

and available dataset led us to hypothesize that this

problem could be faced with basic machine learning

techniques, without the use of complex and expensive

techniques. Indeed, the obtained results confirmed this

initial hypothesis.

• We compared the performance of our approach with

state-of-the-art methods; results showed that approach

was able to outperform all competitors with regard to

for all the analyzed scores, i.e., F1-score, Precision and

Recall scores.

• We embedded the proposed approach into ToSware, a

prototype of a Google Chrome extension aiming at offer

end users with increased knowledge of the categoriza-

tion of ToS clauses and an increasingly awareness about

their unfairness level. The tool has undergone a

preliminary evaluation study to assess effectiveness,

efficiency and, finally, overall users satisfaction when

interacting with it.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we

discuss the main contributions available in literature by

highlighting the key differences with our work. In Sect. 3,

we present the rationale of our work and basic concepts

useful to understand our solution. Section 4 is devoted to

explain the problem formulation. Section 5 details the

approach adopted to classify ToS clauses according to

clauses’ categories and fairness levels. Section 6 intro-

duces ToSware, a new Google Chrome extension to

increase users awareness about unfair behaviors hidden

inside ToS content. We also discuss here results about an

evaluation study aiming at assess effectiveness, efficiency,

and overall user satisfaction. Finally, in Sect. 7, we con-

clude with some final remarks and future directions.

2 Related work

A number of proposals available in the literature have

attempted to analyze online legal documents (i.e., Privacy

Policies and ToS) to offer protection (including providing

awareness [27, 30]) of citizens’ rights. If we exclude those

regarding Privacy Policies (agreements required by law to

inform users how companies collect and use their personal

information), e.g., [5, 18, 20], not much work have been

done with regards to ToS. Therefore, in this section, we

present the only two works available in the literature ana-

lyzing unfairness behaviors and ambiguous content of ToS

files.

In [36] authors developed a theoretical model to partly

automate the process of control of clauses’ fairness in

online contracts. This type of automation, deployed into a

software (standalone application) called uTerms, would

help human lawyers make their work more effective and

efficient. The proposed model focused on unfair clauses,

only. Moreover, uTerms mainly relies on the use of a

1 See Council Directive 93/13/EEC on Unfair Terms in Consumer

Contracts, article 3.1.
2 See article 4 (11) Regulation (EU) 2016/679.
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dictionary of human-made rules (manually created rules)

constructed starting from 20 contracts (109,000 words).

There are several differences with our work. First, in

identifying unfair clauses, uTerms relies on a structure-

based identification mechanism. Unfair clauses will be

highlighted against a perfect match with rules inside the

dictionary. Newly encountered unfair clauses (with no

matching words present in the dictionary) will be not

triggered and highlighted. Conversely, although we too

started from a dataset of manually labeled clauses, we next

trained a machine learning method to classify clauses

syntactically different (with no common words) from those

contained in the training set. In addition, authors in [36]

only consider unfair clauses from 5 categories: unilateral

change, unilateral termination, liability, choice of law and

jurisdiction. In our work, we consider a larger set of cat-

egories (see Table 3), by also taking into account poten-

tially unfair clauses and fair clauses. Concerning the

implementation, our approach has been deployed into a

browser extension, and thus no software installation will be

required. Finally, preliminary experiments assessed its

efficacy, efficiency and ease of use from the final user

perspective.

The most relevant work in this field has been presented

in [31]. Here, authors propose a machine learning-based

method and a tool, for partially automating the detection of

potentially unfair clauses. Specifically, they offer a sen-

tence classification system able to detect full sentences or

paragraphs containing potentially unlawful clauses. Vari-

ous methods to analyze terms and extract features were

envisioned, including TF-IDF, Bag Of Words and Set Tree

Kernel. Several machine learning models were then com-

pared, such as SVM, ensemble methods, Convolutional

Neural Networks. As a result, they found out that an

ensemble method considering all the models they com-

pared was able to achieve the higher accuracy F1-score

(around 81%), outperforming all competitors. One of the

proposed approaches (the most feasible in terms of com-

putation requirements) was implemented and developed as

a web app, named Claudette. The user has to paste the text

to be analyzed and the system will produce an output file

that highlights the sentences predicted to contain a poten-

tially unfair clause with also information about the pre-

dicted category, among eight pre-defined different

categories, this potentially unfair clause belongs to.

With regard to this work, we have both common points

and differences over various aspects. First of all, the first

common point is about the dataset used to train the selected

machine learning-based methods. Indeed, we exploited

(and extended) their annotated corpus of 50 contracts as

they made it available to the community for further

research on this topic. This corpus contains contracts

selected among some major players in terms of users and

global relevance. The second common point is about the

categorization of clauses into the eight categories they

identified in their work, obtained in turn by extending the

categorization presented in [32]. In our work, we further

extended this categorization with an extra neutral category,

to also take into account clauses which do not represent an

issue for the consumer’s rights.

Concerning the differences, these are mainly about the

addressed problem and the provide solution. While authors

in [31] faced the problem of identifying potentially unfair

clauses, by categorizing them into eight categories, we

were interested in identifying belonging categories as well

as fairness levels. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first work that attempts to classify ToS clauses under both

points of views. To the aim of identifying categories and all

types of clauses, i.e., fair, potentially unfair, and unfair

clauses, we compared several machine learning methods,

deriving that the one based on sentence embedding and

SVM is able to achieve the higher F1-score (87%), out-

performing all competitors in [31]. A detailed description is

presented in Sect. 5. Finally, we developed and imple-

mented our approach into ToSware, a Google Chrome

browser extension, letting the user to stay in the same

browsing context while analyzing the ToS and to use, to

get information about a specific clause, a familiar system

which to interact with. Our solution offers a ’’Low cost

deployment’’, allowing users to adopt the system without

facing neither installations problems nor difficult configu-

ration of complex systems. To make this last point clearer,

we suppose a user has just accessed to website A. The user

wants to analyze the ToS displayed. With the systems at

[31, 36] he/she has to open a software/new Web

page B (and in case type the URL), then copy and paste the

ToS into the text area changing his/her context, a task that

may result cumbersome. Instead, with ToSware, the user

has only to copy and paste the ToS he/she is interested in

into the text area of the popup page or, even easier, just use

the context menu on right-click, visualizing the clauses

classified/explained with the corresponding highlights. A

final difference is that ToSware has been tested to assess

efficiency (in terms of system performance), efficacy (in

terms of identified unfair behaviors) and usability (in terms

of easiness of use and general user satisfaction). A detailed

description will be provided in Sect. 6.

Finally, in Table 1, we summarize the comparison of

our work against the two relevant works just presented,

with regard to the following key factors: (i) objective, (ii)

methodology, (iii) number of clauses categories, (iv)

dataset size, (v) user evaluation. The last column highlights

the main results of each work. In addition, a tree diagram

shown in Fig. 1 highlights a further comparison of the

works in terms of techniques used to define the approaches

for computational protection of rights online.
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3 Background

In this section, we first present the rationale behind our

work and then we briefly introduce word and sentence

embedding techniques which we used to represent clauses

in ToS.

3.1 The big lie of online ToS

To date, the definition of practical strategies to uphold legal

safeguards in digital settings is a though issue. In a

Fig. 1 Comparison of the available works in literature analyzing

online ToS in terms of proposed approaches

Table 1 Summary comparison of the existing works for analyzing online ToS

References Objective Methodology #

categ.

# ToS User

eval.

Main remarks

[36] Development of a theoretical

model to automate the

process of control ToS

clauses fairness (English

language)

Clauses have been represented

with word-based features and

then are feeded into a rule-

based software where the rules

are handcrafted

5 20

US?UK

� (i) First work in the area; (ii)

introducing a set of

handcrafted rules for mining

the fairness of ToS clauses;

(iii) development of uTerms, a

standalone software for

annotating unfair clauses; (iv)

the work only focused on

unfair clauses Best
performance: 82% precision,

100% recall

[31] Development of system to

detect potentially unfair

clauses in (English

language) ToS and

categorize them into

predefined classes

Clauses have been represented

as vectors relying on the

keywords within by using TF-

IDF and BoW methods. The

system then works with a ML

model based on SVM feeded

with such vectors

8 50

US?UK

� (i) Comparison of different

approaches (ML and text

mining) to the issue; (ii)

development of Claudette, a

Web app implementing the

most feasible approach among

those studied; (iii) their best

approach is not feasible for

real-time applications since it

requires heavy computation

and long times to process a

single clause; (iv) no

comparison with other works

available. Best performance:

80% F1 score

ToSware Development of a tool

providing awareness to

users with regard to online

ToS (written in several

languages)

Clauses have been represented

with Google multilingual

Universal Sentence Encoder

and then are feeded into a

SVM and RF classifiers for

recognizing their category and

the fairness level, respectively

9 50

US?UK

(?10

ITA)

U (i) proposal of the ToS
unfairness metric and its

evaluation; (ii) our system

classifies both the fairness of

the ToS clause (on a three-

level scale) and its belonging

category; (iii) development of

ToSware, a Chrome extension

making use of the designed

classifiers; (iv) comparison of

the proposal with prior works.

Best performance: 86% F1

score (category classification)

and 81% F1 score (level of

fairness classification)

# categ. = number of categories to classify clauses; # ToS = number of ToS files in the dataset; User eval. = user evaluation of the proposed

system
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’’hybrid’’ reality in which technologies and social activities

melt, new challenges are raised to legal systems as tradi-

tional regulations often look unsuitable to safeguard rights.

The ’notice and choice’ paradigm, i.e., the regime based

on a presentation of terms followed by an action signifying

acceptance of the terms themselves (typically a click on an

’’I agree’’ button, or simply the use of the website) often

fails in providing users with adequate safeguards. Despite

its flaws, notice and choice still represent the cornerstone in

regulating users’ interaction with online services (e.g.,

[22]). This circumstance keeps feeding what has been

defined the ’’biggest lie on the Internet’’ [41], the lie told

by users stating ’’I agree to these terms and conditions’’

while, as shown in a number of surveys and reports, ToS

and privacy policies are overwhelming, often ambigous

and hard to follow and understand to the few consumers

who venture to read them [42] and then, basically

unknown.

On top of that, there is a high chance that what a person

agreed upon, without reading, includes unfair clauses

concerning privacy and beyond [31, 32, 36]. According to

art. 3 of the Directive 93/13 on Unfair Terms in Consumer

Contracts, a contractual term is unfair if: (a) it has not been

individually negotiated; and (b) contrary to the requirement

of good faith, it causes a significant imbalance in the par-

ties’ rights and obligations, to the detriment of the con-

sumer. In [32], authors identified five categories of

potentially unfair clauses appearing in ToS: (i) establishing

jurisdiction for disputes in a country different than con-

sumer’s residence; (ii) choice of a foreign law governing

the contract; (iii) limitation of liability; (iv) the provider’s

right to unilaterally terminate the contract/access to the

service; and (v) the provider’s right to unilaterally modify

the contract/the service. In [31], such a taxonomy has been

extended introducing: (vi) requiring a consumer to under-

take arbitration before the court proceedings can com-

mence; (vii) the provider retaining the right to unilaterally

remove consumer content from the service, including in-

app purchases; (viii) having a consumer accept the agree-

ment simply by using the service, not only without reading

it, but even without having to click on ’’I agree/I accept’’.

In our work, we further extended such a taxonomy to

include in the analysis fair clauses, that is clauses that do

not represent an issue for the consumer’s rights.

It is clear that facing the problem is not trivial; the legal

mechanism alone for enforcing the prohibition of unfair

clauses have often failed to effectively counter this practice

so far. However, several studies available in the literature

envisioned the possibility for users to benefit from aware-

ness-enhancing mechanisms that help them deal with ToS

and privacy policies. In this paper, we dwell on the latter to

raise user awareness about the understanding of ToS

clauses.

3.2 Word and sentence embedding

In the Natural Language Processing (NLP) field, there have

been introduced several techniques to understand the

meaning of words or sentences for purposes ranging from

question answering [49] to sentiment analysis [24], from

health [35] to bionformatics studies [3]. In the last years,

word embedding has established itself as one of the most

popular representation methods of document vocabulary

[10, 45]. Among its capabilities we can cite that of cap-

turing the context of a word in a document, semantic and

syntactic similarity, relation with other words, and so on.

Word2vec [37, 38] is the most popular technique in this

field. It uses the conditional probability P(w|c) to predict

the target word w based on its context c. They have been

used for a variety of tasks, e.g., finance-relating text mining

[47], question answering [51], biological sequences mining

[2], and so on.

The success of neural networks-based methods for

computing word embeddings has motivated the proposal of

several methods for generating semantic embeddings of

longer pieces of text, such as sentences, phrases or short

paragraphs [1]. They are methods to embed a full sentence

into a n-dimensional vector space. These sentence

embeddings retain some properties, as they inherit features

from their underlying word embeddings (e.g., semantic

similarity).

Google has developed its own sentence embedding

method, named Universal Sentence Encoder, which is

capable of dealing with a large number of tasks in NLP [7].

Firstly developed for the English language, it has been

subsequently developed for other languages including

Italian, German, and Spanish [50]; it is available for

developers and researchers through Tensorflow Hub3. This

multilingual version specifically embeds text from 16 lan-

guages into a single semantic space using a multi-task dual-

encoder model that learns tied representations using, in

turn, bridging translation tasks, to encourage sentences

with identical meanings, but written in different languages,

to have similar embeddings [8]. Experiments showed that

the Universal Sentence Encoder show good performance

with minimal amounts of supervised training data [7]; it

takes in input a variable-length text, and the output is a

512-dimensional vector. In this paper, we used the multi-

lingual Universal Sentence Encoder (hereinafter, mUSE) to

represent clauses in ToS.

3 https://bit.ly/36BSS52.
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4 ToS unfairness: definition
and measurement

In this section, we propose a novel definition of ToS

unfairness. In support of such a definition, we also define a

novel unfairness measure, computed by taking into account

all clauses contained in a ToS.

Informally, a ToS consists of a set clauses, where each

clause can belong to one of the categories of clauses

introduced in Sect. 3. This categorization has been intro-

duced in [32], extended in [31] and further extended in our

work to consider clauses that do not imply unlawful

behaviors, and that therefore, represent fair clauses for the

consumer (see also Table 3). It is also possible to assign to

each category a significance level (weight) that expresses

the clause’s impact on the customer’s concrete interests. To

define these weights, we involved five domain experts

(legal professionals, experts in data privacy and consumer

rights) asking them to tag neutral clauses and assign a

weight for each of the nine categories according to their

expertise. Experts’ criterion consists of giving more weight

to the clauses having a direct impact on the customers’

concrete interests while assigning less weight to the clauses

that rule how and/or where the potential suffered harm

should be disputed or which laws govern the contract. The

re-organization of categories according to the defined

weights is shown in Table 2.

To measure the unfairness of a ToS, we first classify

each sentence in three possible fairness levels, i.e., fair,

potentially unfair or unfair, and then we compute a quasi-

weighted sum of the unfair and potentially unfair clauses

within the ToS.

Formally, let ToS ¼ fs1; s2; . . .; sng be a ToS, where si is

a clause in the contract, for i ¼ 1; . . .; n. Let C ¼
fc1; c2; . . .; cmg be the set of clauses categories, F ¼
ff1; f2; . . .; fkg be the set of fairness levels, and W ¼
fw1;w2; . . .;wug be the set of category weights. We define

a weight function w : C ! W which associate to each ci 2
C a weight in W. Thus, we indicate with wðciÞ the weight of

ci. Now, given si 2 ToS, we indicate with cðsiÞ the category

of si, f ðsiÞ the fairness level of si, and wðsiÞ the weight of si

where wðsiÞ ¼ wðcðsiÞÞ. We remark that cðsiÞ 2 C and

f ðsiÞ 2 F.

In this work, we set C ¼ fa; ch, cr, j, law, ltd, neu,

ter, useg, where a, ch, cr, j, law, ltd, ter, use, described in

Table 3, have been defined in [31], and neu has been

introduced here (more details in Sect. 5.1.1). We set

F ¼ fff ; pu; ufg, where ff ¼ fair, pu ¼ potentially unfair,

and uf ¼ unfair, as proposed by [31].

Thus, we set W ¼ f0; 1; 2g and the function w assigns

weights to clauses according to the Table 2.

Then, given a Term of Service ToS ¼ fs1; . . .; sng, the

overall unfairness of ToS is computed as follows:

uf ðToSÞ ¼ 1

n
�

X

si 2 ToS

f ðsiÞ 2 fpu; ufg

wðsiÞ

A comprehensive representation of the problem is available

in Fig. 2.

To summarize, given a ToS with a certain number of

clauses to analyze, the basic idea is to: (a) classify these

clauses according to their belonging category, (b) classify

these clauses according to their fairness level, (c) assign a

weight to each clause (see Table 2) using the result of the

first classification, and finally, (d) compute the overall ToS

unfairness (i.e., uf(ToS)). In Sect. 5, we will describe the

methodology followed to define machine learning methods

able to perform category classification and fairness level

classification.

Empirical evaluation. To assess the feasibility of the

proposed metric, given a dataset of ToS, we verified

whether a correlation existed between results of the un-

fairness measure when applied on this dataset, and the

results obtained when the same process was applied by

human annotators, i.e., our domain experts (that thus pro-

vided their personal opinion about the unfairness of the

ToS). Specifically, we firsly asked them to provide a score

s 2 ½1::10� for each ToS in our dataset to express its like-

lihood to be unfair, so that ToSi with s ¼ 10 is likely to be

more unfair than ToSj with s ¼ 5. We have also checked

the inter-annotator agreement through the Fleiss’ Kappa

metric [34] (the adaptation of Choen’s Kappa for more than

2 annotators). The kappa value was 0.746, resulting thus in

a ’’substantial agreement’’. Next, we computed the un-

fairness measure of every ToS in our dataset. The last step

involved the application of a Pearson correlation [6]

between results of the unfairness measure and the average

scores provided by human annotators. We found out that

results were strongly correlated

rð48Þ ¼ 0:9247; p\:00001, suggesting that even though

our metric in its definition is quite simple, its effectiveness

is on par with what one would get with domain experts.

The scores and unfairness measure gathered/computed are

available at https://bit.ly/2IWxgZ4.

Table 2 Weights (W) for each of the clauses categories (C) assigned

by domain experts in the field of Law, Privacy and Consumer Rights

W (weights) C (categories)

0 neu

1 a, j, law

2 ch, cr, ltd, ter, use

A detailed description of the nine categories is illustrated in Table 3
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5 A machine learning based method
to classify ToS clauses

In this section, we describe a novel machine learning-based

method to classify ToS clauses according to pre-defined

categories and a novel machine learning-based method to

classify ToS clauses according to three fairness levels. We

remark that to the best of our knowledge, this is the first

work in which a machine learning-based method to classify

ToS clauses according fairness level was proposed. To

pursue this goal we defined a methodology encompassing

four steps (see Fig. 4):

• Dataset Building: In this step, we downloaded a set of

XML formatted resources, representing the ToS files

containing the clauses, labeled by authors in [31]; we

updated the labeling relying on the experience of 5

domain experts and we represented ToS clauses with a

sentence embedding method.

• Validation: The dataset has been split into training and

testing sets; k-fold cross-validation was performed to

validate different classifiers;

• Testing: The most used classifiers in the literature have

been tested on the testing set with the best parameters

found during the previous step; we further tested our

method against a different kind of dataset that contains

non-ToS contracts, made available recently for the

research community;

• Comparison with state-of-the-art methods: The most

effective method, as result of the experiments did in the

testing phase, has been compared with some

Fig. 2 Computation of the overall ToS unfairness

Table 3 Classification of categories and fairness levels: tag, description and total number of clauses

Tag Category Classification #

clauses

\ a[ Arbitration. This clause requires or allows the parties to resolve disputes through arbitration proceedings before the case can

be brought to court. It is therefore considered a kind of forum selection clause

49

\ ch[ Unilateral change. This clause specifies the conditions under which the service provider may modify the terms of service

and / or the service itself

174

\ cr[ Content removal. They give the provider the right to edit / delete user content, including in-app purchases, and sometimes

specify the conditions under which the service provider can do it

105

\ j[ Jurisdiction. This type of clause determines which courts will have jurisdiction to judge disputes under the contract 116

\
law[

Choice of law. This clause specifies which law will govern the contract, meaning which law will be applied in a potential

judgment of a dispute arising from the contract

290

\ ltd[ Limitations of Liabilities. This clause states that the obligation to pay damages is limited or excluded, for certain types of

losses and under certain conditions

221

\
ter[

Unilateral termination. This clause gives the supplier the right to suspend and / or terminate the service and / or contract, and

sometimes specifies the circumstances under which the supplier claims to have the right to do so

74

\
use[

Contract by using. This clause establishes that the consumer is bound by the terms of use of a specific service, simply by

using the service, without even being obliged to mark that he has read and accepted them

73

\
neu[

Neutral. Sentences not falling within the taxonomy defined by [31] which do not represent an issue for the consumer’s rights.

All sentences of this type are fair

100

Tag Fairness Classification # clauses

1 Additional tag information� for Fair clauses 147

2 Additional tag information for Potentially unfair clauses 843

3 Additional tag information for Unfair clauses 212

The\ neu[ tag has been added to consider neutral (fair) sentences
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competitors previously tested for the problem under

investigation.

All experiments have been conducted with a 2,8 GHz

Intel Core i7 quad-core machine equipped with 16

GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3 RAM.

5.1 Dataset building

The starting point of the defined methodology is the

selection of ToS of online services and platforms. For this

step, we used ToS of popular online services made publicly

available in [31]. The corpus consists of 50 online con-

tracts, selected among those offered by some of the major

players (e.g., Google, Snapchat, Spotify, Facebook, Uber,

Deliveroo, Dropbox, Rovio, WhatsApp, TripAdvisor,

Booking) in terms of different characteristics, such as,

number of users, global relevance, and time of establish-

ment of the service. Such files have been released in XML

format and have been labeled by domain experts according

to a categorization of the contained clauses, in the eight

pre-defined categories as we described in Sect. 3.

5.1.1 Dataset labeling

The annotated dataset downloaded in the first phase does

not take into consideration clauses extraneous to the

taxonomy defined by their authors, that is, not risky clauses

for consumers; as a result, these clauses were forced to fall

in one of the envisioned categories despite no relevance

with the target category existed (probably considering risky

something that was not). For this reason, we involved five

domain experts to manually annotate sentences which are

’’neutral’’, thus adding a\ neu[ tag to our taxonomy. As

anticipated before, the involved domain experts had a

consolidated experience legal, privacy and consumer rights

fields.

To better explain our procedure, shown in Fig. 3, we

provide a clarifying example analyzing in detail the Spotify

ToS. Specifically, starting from the version tagged

according to the downloaded taxonomy (Fig. 3a), we used

the\ neu[ tag for all clauses that do not represent a risk

(Fig. 3b). We tagged as, as an example, \ neu[ the sen-

tence declaring that: The Spotify Service includes social

and interactive features. Use of the Spotify Service relies

on several technical requirements. Your agreement with us

includes these Terms and Conditions of Use (’’Terms’’) and

our Privacy Policy. (The Terms, Privacy Policy, and any

additional terms that you agree to, as discussed in the

Entire Agreement section, are referred to together as the

’’Agreements’’.) It is obviously a sentence that is not ade-

quate for any of the categories defined in the original

downloaded taxonomy, which we rely on in our study. In

this work, we added a total of 100 \ neu[ tagged

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3 Example of labeling performed by domain experts on the Spotify ToS. a The downloaded ToS file, b the labeling with the tag\neu[, c)

the labeling with the fairness level
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sentences, obviously all clauses fair and not risky for

consumers. Finally, we tagged each clause with a degree of

fairness across three possible tags, and that is, \ 3[ for

unfair clauses,\2[for potentially unfair clauses and\1[
for fair clauses (Fig. 3c).

In summary, we built two datasets, the first one named

Tags, with clauses split by categories, and the second one

named Fairness, with clauses split by fairness levels,

whose labeling information are summarized in Table 3.

The final goal was, from one hand, to classify ToS clauses

in 8?1 classes according to the categories (\a[,\ch[,\
cr[,\ j[,\ law[,\ ltd[,\ ter[,\use[, and finally the

aforementioned \ neu[ type), and on the other hand, to

classify ToS clauses in 3 classes according to adequate

fairness level (i.e., fair, potentially unfair, unfair).

5.1.2 Clauses representation

It is important to highlight that during the last years we

have witnessed a flourishing of online tools enabling digital

services’ owners to generate, in a handful of clicks, their

ToS4. Therefore, we can argue that is plausible a significant

part of clauses can be very similar in ToS across a wide

range of online services. As a consequence, the embedding

of such clauses can led to a high similarity between the

n-dimensional vectors, respectively. For this reason, in

order to extract clauses from the raw data borrowed from

[31], we employed a Python XML parser based on the

ElementTree XML library. Once extracted the sen-

tences/paragraphs, as anticipated in Sect. 3.2, we exploited

a sentence embedding method, and in particular the Google

multilingual Universal Sentence Encoder (mUSE) [50], to

obtain one 512-dimensional vector for each extracted

clause. Such embedded vectors represent the features that

we used for the chosen classifiers.

The assumption that the embedding of clauses in the

same category can led to very similar n-dimensional vec-

tors can be visually verified in Fig. 5. Specifically, for each

analyzed category we have randomly chosen 8 clauses, for

each clause we have calculated the 512-dimensional vec-

tor, and finally, for each pair of such vectors we calculated

the similarity as their inner product. Similarities value

s ranges in [0, 1], where 0 means very different clauses and

0 identical clauses. As we can see, the overall similarity is

above 0.4, with several areas in which the value is above

0.6.

5.2 Validation

The dataset built was split, with a stratified approach, into:

(1) training set, obtained by including the 80% of the

elements (randomly chosen), and (2) testing set, obtained

by including the remaining 20% of the elements.

We compared the most popular machine learning

methods available in the literature by implementing them

using the scikit-learn Python library, and specifically,

Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machines (SVM),

MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP), K-Nearest Neighbors

(KNN), AdaBoost (Ada).

Finally, to validate the machine learning methods, we

performed a 10-fold cross-validation by using the Grid-

SearchCV method, as also did, as an example, in [11, 39].

In this phase, we tried to optimize the F1-score due to the

Fig. 4 A machine learning-based method to classify ToS: the main

steps. Dataset Building phase: Raw Data Collection (Downloaded

ToS files), Labeling (by domain experts) and Embedding of clauses;

Validation phase: validation of several machine learning methods via

k-fold cross-validation and comparison of their performance; Testing

phase: testing of the machine learning methods on new and unseen

data; Comparison phase: comparison of the best method for ToS

classification, identified in the Testing phase, with the ones proposed

in similar works, available in literature

4 e.g, https://www.termsandconditionsgenerator.com.
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slightly unbalancing in our dataset, by evaluating for each

method the following hyper-parameters.

• RF: Its performance mainly relies on the number of

estimators, and therefore we proceeded with trials in the

range between 100 and 1000. Best results were found

between 300 and 500 estimators.

• SVM: We performed trials on different kernels (poly-

nomial, sigmoid, radial) and we made optimizations

with regard to the penalty parameter C (from 0.001 to

1000). Best results were found with the radial kernel

and C values from 1 to 100.

• MLP: it mainly relies on thehidden layers size. The

number of hidden layers size was tested with values in

the range between 50 and 500 (ten by ten). Best results

were found between 3
5

and 4
5

of the input layer size. We

also adopted the lbfgs optimizer, that has been proved to

converge faster and perform better on small datasets

[52].

• KNN: We tested the radius r with values in the range

between 1 and 5 and the weights parameter with

uniform and distance values. Best results have been

found with r ¼ 4 and uniform weights.

• Ada: It has been tested on all the available loss function

in the Scikit-learn library, the number of estimators

with values in the range from 100 to 1000, and the

learning rate with values from 0.001 to 1. Best results

were found with exponential and square loss functions,

learning rate between 0.1 and 1, estimators between

400 and 600.

Finally, the selected classifiers were trained with the Tags

and the Fairness datasets.

5.3 Testing

At the end of the Validation step, we obtained the best

parameters to train and test our classifiers, on the testing

set. All results about both the Tags and the Fairness

datasets are shown in Table 4. Specifically, with regard to

the Tags dataset, the better F1-score performance, i.e.,

86%, is achieved by SVM, whereas for the Fairness

dataset, the classifier with higher performance is RF, with a

F1-score of 81%. SVM and RF achieved the higher values

also for Precision and Recall scores. Therefore, the out-

come of this analysis is the choice to implement the clas-

sifier to distinguish the tags by using SVM and the

classifier to distinguish the fairness levels by using RF. In

the Scikit-learn library, for the RF classifier, there is also

the possibility of implementing the classes probabilities to

have as output the probabilities of labels/classes instead of

the labels/classes themselves. In a real usage scenario,

therefore, we can rely on the clause’s probability in being

fair, potentially unfair or unfair (e.g., instead of having fair/

unfair as labels of clauses, we will have something like

’’0.70 probability a given clause is unfair’’).

5.4 Testing ’’into the wild’’

Very recently, researchers of ’’The Atticus Project’’5 have

made available the Contract Understanding Atticus Dataset

(CUAD) v1, a corpus of more than 13,000 labels in 510

commercial legal contracts with rich expert annotations

created to reduce the societal costs of contract review. The

dataset has been manually labeled (with a year-long effort

pushed forward by dozen of law student annotators,

Fig. 5 Similarities between clauses belonging to the same category

5 https://www.atticusprojectai.org/.
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lawyers, and machine learning researchers) to identify 41

types of legal clauses in commercial contracts that are

considered important in contract review in connection with

a corporate transaction, including mergers & acquisitions,

corporate finance, investments and IPOs [21]. Thus, we

used this dataset as further testbed to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of the Tags classifier (SVM?mUSE), in the

classification of ToS clauses’ categories.

Since the CUADv1 dataset contains a larger number of

legal clauses (41 against 9) for a different type of contracts

(commercial contracts against ToS), we asked to one of our

domain experts to assess whether there existed a mapping

between with the different types of clauses. Our expert

identified four types of common clauses, although they

were indicated with a different nomenclature. Specifically,

the mapping was the following: ’’Change of Control’’ !
ch[, ’’Governing Law’’ ! law[, ’’Cap on Liability’’ !
ltd[, ’’Termination for Convenience’’ ! ter[. The expert,

thus, concluded his analysis with the following clauses:\
ch[, \ law[, \ ltd[, and \ ter[ that could be further

analyzed.

We report the results obtained in this phase in Table 5.

We observe that, although on different kind of legal con-

tracts, the proposed method exhibits encouraging perfor-

mance with F1 scores ranging from 0.76 to 0.82. The

motivations behind some errors are the following: There

are some clauses belonging to\ law[ have been wrongly

classified as\ j[, since in many cases they refer to specific

countries like \ j[ clauses do in our original dataset. In

other cases,\ ter[clauses have been wrongly classified as

\ ltd[, as an example for the following clause: ’’Company

at its sole discretion may at any time alter or cease pro-

viding the Customer Service which it has agreed to provide

to Client relating to Client Website pursuant to this

Agreement without any liability to Company.’’

5.5 Comparison with state-of-the-art methods

The encouraging results obtained in the Testing step led us

to proceed with the comparison of our approach with rel-

evant works proposed in the literature. It is worth to note

that, with regard to the category classification task, as

discussed in Sect. 2, we compared our method with those

presented in [31] and [36], i.e., the only relevant works

presenting a similar approach for classifying unfair con-

tractual terms. Instead, the Fairness-level classification

method proposed here is the first attempt to classify clauses

in three possible classes, i.e., fair, unfair and potentially

unfair. Indeed, in [31] the authors faced a different prob-

lem, i.e., firstly how predicting whether a given sentence

contains a (potentially) unfair clause and then how pre-

dicting the category to which this specific clause belongs

to. Notwithstanding the lack of related works to which refer

to for the efficacy of our fairness level classification

method, we provide an in-depth analysis of our method’s

capability when addressing this task.

Results about the comparison for category classification

are shown in Table 6, and as we can see, our method,

shown in the table as ’’SVM?mUSE’’, shows a better F1-

score against all others analyzed methods. The competitors

represent: (a) The classifiers that authors in [31] used in

their analysis, where the best performing model resulted to

be the C8 classifier, an Ensemble method of C1, C2, C3,

C6 and C7; (b) the rule-based method used in [36] on the

five categories identified in [32], that is, (\ ch[, \ j[, \
law[,\ ltd[,\ ter[). To perform this last comparison, we

had to tweak our SVM?mUSE approach and reduce the

number of categories to only five, and thus re-fitting it. We

refer the reader to [31, 36] for a detailed description of the

Table 4 Classifiers’ performance results for the Tags and Fairness
datasets

Classifier Validation Testing

F1/Std. Err F1 A P R

Tags MLP 0.89/0.06 0.80 0.78 0.80 0.80

RF 0.91/0.06 0.81 0.79 0.81 0.82

SVM 0.93/0.05 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.87

KNN 0.88/0.05 0.79 0.77 0.80 0.79

Ada 0.91/0.09 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.81

Fairness MLP 0.83/0.07 0.75 0.77 0.80 0.71

RF 0.95/0.07 0.81 0.82 0.81 0.81

SVM 0.86/ 0.08 0.76 0.78 0.81 0.71

KNN 0.83/0.09 0.75 0.78 0.79 0.71

Ada 0.92/0.04 0.80 0.81 0.80 0.80

Average F1-score achieved in the 10-fold cross-validation phase

(Validation), and F1-score, Accuracy (A), Precision (P), Recall

(R) achieved in the testing phase on the test set (Testing)

Bold values indicate the classifiers (and the corresponding f1-score

achieved) which exibit the best results

Table 5 SVM?mUSE performance on the CUADv1 dataset (only

common clauses)

Method Tag #clauses Testing

F1 A P R

SVM?mUSE \ ch[ 121 0.76 0.78 0.74 0.79

\ law[ 437 0.82 0.82 0.81 0.84

\ ltd[ 275 0.82 0.83 0.82 0.82

\ ter[ 183 0.77 0.78 0.76 0.79

The distribution of samples per category within the dataset CUADv1

is shown in # clauses column. F1-score (F1), Accuracy (A), Precision

(P), Recall (R)
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methods and their combinations. In summary, this experi-

ment showed that our approach can classify categories with

F1-scores of 0.87 when analyzing 9 categories (comparison

with the method proposed in [31]), and 0.91 when ana-

lyzing 5 categories (comparison with the method proposed

in [36]).

Moreover, notice that the motivations behind the out-

performing performance of our method could lie in the use

of sentence embedding features from a powerful pre-

trained neural network, while state-of-the-art works used

word-level features such as bag of words (see Fig. 1).

We can now proceed with the analysis of the ability of

our method to detect the clauses categories for a given

fairness level. We will describe the results for each type of

fairness level in turn.

Unfair clauses. In Fig. 6, we show the results about the

capability of our method in detecting ’’unfair’’ clauses.

Specifically, we can see results about only the Content

removal, Termination, Jurisdiction and Limitations of lia-

bilities categories, as for the specific analyzed dataset, the

unfair clauses occur in such categories, only. Our method

shows a very high F1-score, especially for Jurisdiction and

Limitations of liabilities categories. The lower value for

Content removal clauses can be due to the heterogeneity or

less similarity between the clauses in this category. As an

example if we consider: ’’Rovio may manage, regulate,

control, modify or eliminate virtual goods at any time, with

or without notice’’ (Rovio ToS) and ’’You also agree that

Spotify may also reclaim your username for any reason’’

(Spotify ToS), their similarity is low, notwithstanding they

are both Content removal type clauses.

Potentially unfair clauses. Concerning potentially unfair

clauses, our method has comparable performance with the

best method available in the literature (i.e., C8 in Table 6,

an ensemble of different SVM classifiers). Indeed, except

for Content removal, in which we obtained a higher pre-

cision but poor recall, all differences are negligible (see

Fig. 7). Similarly to the previous case, this result is due to

the heterogeneity of clauses within this category (see also

Fig. 5 where indeed Content removal clauses show slightly

lower similarities).

Fair clauses. In Fig. 8, we show results about the

capability of our method in detecting fair clauses. Similarly

to the analysis for discovering unfair clauses, we show here

three categories as fair clauses are available only here. In

addition, the best performance is obtained when dealing

with Jurisdiction and Limitations of liabilities categories.

6 ToSware: a prototype tool for terms
of service aWAREness

Existing systems trying to make ToS easier to understand

have been implemented so far as a standalone application

or Web services. To foster the usage from any user (also

without technical skills), and to guarantee low cost

deployment (to avoid the burden of installing specific

software and configure complex systems), and to reduce

the cumbersome process of select, copy, go to a new Web

page, paste, we embedded our approach in a Chrome

browser extension so that the user can continue to use

something familiar system (that is his/her browser), with-

out changing context while browsing.

ToSware is a prototype extension aiming at support

individuals in evaluating ToS and better understand the

(un)fairness of their clauses, just having a look at some

provided information. Specifically, it provides visual aids

in the form of highlighted parts, icons and probability

percentages, allowing the user to assess the category and

the ’’fairness-critical’’ level of information contained in the

ToS. Awareness about the category of clauses contained in

a ToS is guaranteed through the use of suitable and intu-

itive icons (see Fig. 10b). Awareness about the ’’fairness-

critical’’ level of information, to inform about the presence

Table 6 Performance

comparison, in terms of

Precision (P), Recall (R) and

F1-score, with methods

available in literature

Work Method P R F1

[31] (C1) SVM-single model (sm) 0.73 0.83 0.77

[31] (C2) SVM-combined model (cm) 0.80 0.78 0.78

[31] (C3) Tree Kernels 0.78 0.72 0.74

[31] (C4) Convolutional Neural Network 0.73 0.74 0.72

[31] (C5) Long Short-Term Memory network 0.70 0.72 0.70

[31] (C6) SVM-Hidden Markov Models sm 0.76 0.78 0.76

[31] (C7) SVM-Hidden Markov Models cm 0.86 0.69 0.76

[31] (C8) Ensemble of (C1, C2, C3, C6, C7) 0.83 0.80 0.81

This work SVM þmUSE 0.86 0.86 0.87

[36] Rule-based (five categories [32]) 0.82 1.00 0.88

This work SVM þmUSE (five categories [32]) 0.90 0.92 0.91

Bold values indicate the classifiers (and the corresponding f1-score achieved) which exibit the best results
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of unfair, potentially unfair and fair clauses, contained in a

ToS file, is guaranteed through a chromatic categorization,

i.e., by using red, yellow and green colors to suggest unfair,

potentially unfair and fair behaviors, respectively. Finally,

the probabilities inform users about the extent to which a

clause can be said to have a certain level of fairness. The

overall objective is to guarantee a friendly (ease-to-use

interface) and effective (response-time efficiency) user

experience (see Figs. 11 and 12).

The browser extension prototype6 we designed and

developed is composed, as shown in Fig. 9, by a client-side

component and a server-side component that interact and

exchange data through a request/response mechanism; we

will describe these components in detail in the following,

starting from a typical use case scenario. Specifically, we

will first describe the ToSware’s architecture with the

functionalities provided by its components and then the

evaluation study we performed to assess efficiency, in

terms of system performance, effectiveness, in terms of

correct classification on a newly introduced dataset, and

finally, usability, in terms of overall user satisfaction.

6.1 ToSware implementation

To better explain the functionalities provided by ToSware

we describe here the typical scenario in which a user can be

involved in, by giving subsequently details about the

architecture and its main components.

6.1.1 Use case scenario

While browsing the Spotify’s Terms of Service7, the end

user experiences troubles in understanding its content, and

therefore he/she wishes an explanation. The steps to follow

are described in the following.

0
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Fig. 6 F1, Precision and Recall performance scores achieved by our

method for the detection of unfair clauses
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Fig. 7 F1, Precision and Recall performance scores achieved by our

method, SVM?mUSE, for the detection of potentially unfair clauses.

The comparison is with the best method available in literature, an

Ensemble method of 5 classifiers
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Fig. 8 F1, Precision and Recall performance scores achieved by our

method for the detection of fair clauses
6 Available at https://bit.ly/2IWxgZ4.
7 https://www.spotify.com/it/legal/end-user-agreement/.
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1. The user inputs the ToS file or part thereof into

ToSware UI (a simple inputting content action in a

form, shown in Fig. 10a).

2. The text is received and elaborated by the server-side

component; the ToS content is analyzed and results,

that is, belonging category and fairness levels, will be

returned to the client.

3. The client-side component will show the ToS clauses

according to visual metaphors [48]. In particular, we

make use of customized awareness icons for each

category (see Fig. 10b) and a simple badge for their

fairness level (see Figs. 11 and 12).

6.1.2 ToSware components

As shown in the rightmost part of Fig. 9, the server-side

component in ToSware has been developed exploiting

Django, a high-level Python Web framework8. When a

ToS content is sent to the server for the analysis, ToSware

handles it through several steps: (a) detecting of the lan-

guage with TextBlob9, (b) splitting the text with a well-

known technique developed in [25], (c) embedding the

texts into vectors via mUSE, (d) analyzing texts embedding

via the Tags Classifier and the Fairness Classifier. Texts

and related labels are returned to the ToSware client-side

component in JSON format. We want to emphasize that

clauses classified as neutral are not returned to the client to

reduce the number of response packets.

As shown in the leftmost part of Fig. 9, the client-side

component allows users to input ToS content to an easy-to-

use user interface implemented by using technologies such

as JavaScript and Bootstrap, a popular front-end open

source toolkit to quickly design and customize responsive

mobile-first sites. The user has to input the ToS or part

thereof into the provided form and then click on the

‘‘Analyze’’ button (see Fig. 11). As default option, we do

not show clauses classified as fair to reduce the visual

clutter; an extra action (‘‘Show all clauses’’) will instead

reveal them (see Fig. 12).

After the analysis phase performed server-side, the

clauses are returned to the client-side component and are

shown to the user marked with the customized awareness

icons (Fig. 10b). To ease the understanding of this visu-

alization, we set up a complementary Web page (reachable

from ToSware) summarizing the taxonomy used, and the

visualization meaning in the form of a table. For each

identified clause, the client also shows the fairness level

through a chromatic categorization and a probability per-

centage that informs users about the extent to which that

clause can be said to have the identified level of fairness.

6.2 ToSware evaluation

In this section, we first describe the results of the browser

system performance when ToSware loads ToS content (a

Fig. 9 ToSware overall architecture and its components: the client-

side component accepts users requests in terms of ToS content to

understand and visualizes results highlighting them with visual clues;

the server-side component handles users requests, identifies categories

and fairness levels and return result to be shown to the client

8 https://www.djangoproject.com/.
9 https://textblob.readthedocs.io/en/dev/.
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new dataset of Italian ToS) and analyzes it to classify

clauses and then we describe the results of the evaluation

study we performed to assess the user satisfaction about the

tool and its functionalities.

Browser performance. For this experiment, we instru-

mented Selenium WebDriver to perform two tasks: (1)

copy-pasting into ToSware of 111 terms coming from 10

new Italian ToS10, (2) click on the ’’Analyze’’ button.

These terms were previously annotated by 5 domain

experts in the legal field. Meanwhile, via the psutil Python

library11 we monitored system resources usage (CPU and

memory). Firstly, results showed that the time required to

analyze each clause and classify it was lower than 2 sec-

onds (the processing of 80% of requests lasted 1.3 sec-

onds). For more 70% of the time under experimentation the

RAM usage, the client-side, was under 4Mb while server-

side the average usage was about 10Mb. Since the whole

computation is performed server-side, the CPU usage on

the client is negligible, while server-side, we had, however,

positive results with 60% of requests that used less than

10% of the CPU.

Effectiveness. With regard to the effectiveness of our

approach on this new ‘‘previously unseen’’ dataset of

contracts, we obtained performance F1-scores of 83% and

79% when classifying ToS clauses into categories and

fairness levels, respectively. In this experiment, scores

were slightly lower than those achieved in the Testing step;

by analyzing in detail the sentences we found out that the

majority of the errors have been made due to the different

writing style between English and Italian ToS clauses

(Italian clauses tend to be written in a more articulated

way).

User evaluation. For this preliminary evaluation study,

we followed the standard Human-Computer Interaction

(HCI) methodology [26], by envisioning three different

phases, as defined and implemented in other contexts

[16, 17, 28, 29]. We recruited 25 participants among

computer scientist (44%) and individuals from the

humanities field (56%). The sample was balanced in gender

with a mean age of 33.

Prior research has shown that five users are the mini-

mum number required for usability testing, since they are

able to find approximately 80% of usability problems in an

interface [46]. However, other research studies stated that

five users are not sufficient and specifically, authors in [40]

expressed that the appropriate number depends on the size

of the project, with 7 users being optimal in small projects

and 15 users being optimal in a medium-to-large project.

At a first stage, we asked participants to fill in a pre-

liminary questionnaire asking for demographic information

and information about ICT experience and skills. Then, we

gave them information about ToSware and of its main

functionalities. In the subsequent Testing phase, we asked

them to use ToSware for a 10-minute session and then

accomplish two tasks: (1) ‘‘go to https://alfonsino.delivery

and select a single ToS clause to understand’’ (Task 1) and

(2) ‘‘go to https://www.calzedonia.com/it/ and select a ToS

paragraph to understand’’ (Task 2). At the end of each

task, the users answered to questions to evaluate whether it

was successfully completed, rate how easy and quick was

to perform the task (standard questions from the after

scenario questionnaire12). At the end of this testing phase,

we asked users to spend 10 minutes to fill in the standard

Questionnaire For User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS) [9].

Finally, in the third and last phase, the last 5 minutes were

required to respond to a summary survey, in which we

asked users to rate their perception about: (a) increased

<a>

<ch >

<cr >

<j>

<law>

<ltd >

<ter>

<use>

Fig. 10 ToSware UI and visual metaphors. a How users can enter ToS

content to analyze; b Icons used to make ToS clauses more readable

and easy to understand for beginner users

10 The selected ToS, both in the original and annotated form, are

available here: https://bit.ly/2IWxgZ4.
11 https://psutil.readthedocs.io/en/latest/. 12 https://garyperlman.com/quest/quest.cgi?form=ASQ.
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understanding of the proposed concepts, (b) increased

awareness of the meaning of clauses, (c) the usefulness of

the proposed instrument and finally, (d) their behavioral

intention to use ToSware in future.

Results of the evaluation study showed, firstly, that all

participants rated (on a 5-point Likert scale) as very easy

perform the assigned tasks (M = 4.0 for both tasks). As

depicted in Fig. 14, the analysis of the software usability

through the QUIS questionnaire showed that, on average,

all posed questions were rated very positively, confirming

that participants were highly satisfied with the software

proposed.

Finally, also questions posed in the Summary survey

questionnaire, and shown in Fig. 13, were all positively

rated. Specifically, at the questions: Q1: ‘‘Do you under-

stand the meaning of the shown highlights?’’ and Q2: ‘‘Do

you understand the meaning of the shown visual metaphors

(icons)?’’, most of participants provided a positive

response, with only 8% of participants that not understood

the use of icons (M = 4.5, SD = 0.6 for Q1 and M = 3.9, SD

= 1.4 for Q2).

Moreover, 72% of participants stated that ToSware was

able to facilitate the understanding of critical clauses (M =

3.9, SD = 0.7 for Q3). Finally, 88% rated ToSware a useful

Spotify
Spotify si riserva i

Spotify, dovessero 
ritenersi in violazione degli Accordi.

Fig. 11 ToSware front-end: results shown to the user asking information. Default: only potentially unfair and unfair clauses are shown to the user

Fig. 12 ToSware front-end: results shown to the user asking information. All clauses are shown to the user. Additionally, a tooltip can provide

further explanations
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instrument ((M = 4.3, SD = 0.7 for Q4), while 80% of

participants will continue to use ToSware in future (M =

4.4, SD = 0.8 for Q5).

7 Conclusion

The ’’notice and choice’’ legal regime used to rule the

agreement on online ToS has shown severe flaws. Due to

various reasons (intricacies in the texts, lack of legal skills),

users struggle to grasp all the implications of clauses they

are agreeing upon and often end up skipping reading them.

This allows companies to take advantage of inscrutable and

unfair contractual clauses that limit their liabilities or allow

them to arbitrarily interrupt services at any time.

To tackle this issue, we proposed a novel machine

learning-based approach whose main goal is to make ToS

more readable/understandable in order to increase user

awareness and ’’technologically enhance’’ consumer rights

protection. Our approach exploited SVM for the clauses

category classification task (F1-score of 86%) and RF for

the fairness level categorization task of such clauses (F1-

score of 81%).

With regard to the results of the experiments about the

comparison with state-of-the-art works, although showing

slight performance differences, our approach is able to

reach the highest F1-score.

The approach has been embedded in ToSware, a pro-

totype of a Google Chrome extension, which has been

evaluated to analyze the impact on the user experience. The

prototype’s code is available online13.

As future works, we are currently working toward three

directions. First, we will define ad hoc models for Cate-

gories and Fairness level classifications, and we will also

enlarge the dataset of annotated ToS in order to perform

further experiments with ToS in several languages. The

second direction is about the employment of our strategy in

the field of privacy policies; the idea is to verify whether

machine learning based methods could be efficiently

employed to identify ambiguous behaviors in policies

governing the privacy of individuals and of their personal

data. Finally, further design and development enhance-

ments are planned about ToSware, with the final goal of

making it available soon on the Google Chrome web store.

Thereafter, an exhaustive user evaluation, comparing dif-

ferent systems, and performance benchmarking

[12, 14, 15, 19] will be performed to assess the overall

usability and efficiency.
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